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• Mrs Gillian Shiels

• Mr Daniel Ellis

• Miss Eilidh Brown

• Mr Jonathan Coulson, Drama



S1 English

Throughout S1 English, we aim to build on pupil knowledge 
and experiences from primary school, and continue to 
develop skills in: 

• Reading 

• Writing 

• Talking 

• Listening



S1 English - Reading
Reading

• Reading, understanding and analysing a range of texts 
including short stories, novels, drama and media.

• Building knowledge of literary techniques.

• Developing critical thinking and essay writing.



S1 English - Reading

Example Tasks

• Pupils will study a range of texts 
throughout the year, including short 
stories, novels and plays. 

• This term, pupils have been studying 
Gothic fiction with the work of Edgar 
Allan Poe, and later in the year will 
be exploring William Shakespeare's 
Romeo and Juliet, learning about 
Elizabethan language and the 
universal themes Shakespeare 
explores.



S1 English - Reading
Personal Reading

• The English department actively 
encourage pupils to take pleasure in 
reading and make it a normal part of 
their life.

• In class each week, time will be set aside 
for personal reading. We have well-
stocked library with a great selection of 
children’s books, YA fiction, non-fiction 
and graphic novels. However most 
pupils will bring in their own books or, if 
you’re lucky, you can borrow a book 
from a teacher’s own collection - if you 
promise to return it!



S1 English - Reading

Reading for pleasure has enormous benefits.
• Reading about different characters helps children 

develop empathy.
• It helps other subjects, not just English - children 

who read for pleasure make more progress in 
Maths than those who rarely read.

• There is overwhelming evidence that reading can 
improve people’s life chances, helping them get 
better jobs and earn more in the future.

• Children who read for pleasure regularly are far 
more likely to have high levels of mental 
wellbeing than those who don’t – in fact reading 
has been shown to reduce stress levels more than 
going for a walk or even having a cup of tea.



S1 English - Reading

How you can support reading at home

• Build a home library or a reading nook. Children who 
have books of their own enjoy reading more and read 
more frequently.

• Enjoyment and choice – let your child choose what they 
read and how they read. All reading is good.

• Role model! Students relationships with reading can be 
influenced by the relationship parents and teachers 
have with books, so be seen reading, and discuss what 
you read with your child.

• Tips for engaging teenagers in reading -
https://www.scottishbooktrust.com/uploads/store/mediaupload/142/file/
Tips%20for%20Encouraging%20Teenagers%20to%20Read.pdf

https://www.scottishbooktrust.com/uploads/store/mediaupload/142/file/Tips for Encouraging Teenagers to Read.pdf


S1 English - Writing

Writing

• Learning how to use knowledge of literary techniques in writing to 
engage readers.

• Developing effective structure for imaginative and functional writing 
pieces, such as reports and short stories.

• Improving creative skills through poetry and imaginative writing.



S1 English - Writing
Example Tasks
• As well as writing a Haunted House 

imaginative story and a report on a topic 
such as natural disasters or animals in 
captivity, all S1 pupils complete an exciting 
and engaging homework task called My 
Wild Week. 

• Each chapter covers a different day of the 
week and a different writing style. We 
encourage students to be as creative as 
possible with how they write, structure and 
design their novels.



S1 English - Writing
My Wild Week – Examples



S1 English – Listening and Talking

Listening and Talking

• Building understanding of effective communication.

• Exploring what makes an effective discussion or presentation.

• Delivering presentations to groups of peers.



S1 English – Listening and Talking

Example Tasks

• Pupils will often discuss tasks and topics with 
partners or groups in class, and in English, we 
concentrate on building up skills like this for 
effective discussion and communication.

• Sometimes, pupils will be asked to deliver 
group presentations on advertising, or solo 
talks on what they would throw into Room 101 
– engaging topics that pupils enjoy researching 
and writing. 

• We spend time in class building pupil 
confidence and explore what makes a 
presentation effective, an incredibly useful skill 
for the future.



S1 Drama 
Drama is about relationships. 

• Understanding how we relate to others and 
they to us,  make up the central building 
blocks to create effective and confident 
communicators.   

• Drama not only equips young people with a 
core skill that will enhance employment 
opportunities, but gives them an insight into 
the human condition and an understanding 
of what motivates people generally.

• The broad aim of this course is develop a 
variety of skills that will allow a greater 
ability to express and communicate ideas.



S1 Drama – Learning Opportunities
• Drama, by nature requires participation in a lot of group activities. These experiences 

promote self-confidence, extend skills of working with others, develop presentation 
and communication skills, increase awareness of different points of view and create a 
sound knowledge of Drama forms.

• The teaching of Theatre Arts is also central to the course, with a grounding of how to 
use lighting, costume, makeup, props, set and sound being covered. 

• This course progresses helps to prepare for National 4, 5 and Higher Drama.       

Career Pathways                                                                                                  
• Drama develops a number of core life skills that are relevant to all career choices. 

Most importantly it helps young people to become effective communicators by 
building confidence and creating an understanding of how to express feelings and 
ideas competently.                                                                                                       

• Naturally for those interested in a career in the performing arts in any capacity, it is a 
wonderful foundation. 



S1 Drama – Units of Work

Investigating a Theme or Topic Scripted Drama 
Young people take current events and 
examine the issues surrounding them. They 
use a variety of tools to gather information, 
such as interviews, media and literature. 
From the materials they collect the themes 
are explored through group drama.

Develop an understanding of different styles 
and types of theatre. To translate the written 
word into live performance and to see how a 
script would work visually. To understand the 
cultural and historical traditions of theatre.

Creating a Character Responding to Stimulus
To make an imagined character seem real. To 
embody a character with believable traits by 
putting yourself into another person’s shoes 
in order that an audience can relate to them 
and suspend disbelief.

For a group to really explore the possibilities 
that a given stimulus has requires a high level 
of trust and determination. They must avoid 
the obvious stereotypes and strive as a group 
to create the innovative and interesting.



S1 Media
• Media is not taught as a separate subject until S3, but in 

S1, pupils will have the opportunity to study media texts, 
such as film or newspaper reports.

• For example, this year, pupils will be studying the film 
Jurassic Park, and exploring how the director uses film 
techniques to convey meaning and engage the audience.

• When you get in to S3, you can choose to study Media. This 
is an exciting course that gives learners the opportunity to 
explore how our modern world is dependent on and 
shaped by the media it produces. Television, radio, 
newspapers, magazines, advertising, film, and the internet 
are some of the main areas we focus on. 

• This course offers you a chance to understand exactly how 
and why the media functions. Armed with these insights, 
you will then create your own media texts. You’ll even get 
the chance to become a BBC Young Reporter for a day!



Questions

If you’ve any questions or queries, pop them into the TEAM chat now.


